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Abstract
A ternary relational structure X is an ordered pair ðV ; EÞ; where ECV3: A ternary
relational structure X is a Cayley ternary relational structure of a group G if the left regular
representation of G is contained in the automorphism group of X : A group G is a CI-group
with respect to ternary relational structures if whenever X and X 0 are isomorphic Cayley
ternary relational structures of G; then X and X 0 are isomorphic if and only if they are
isomorphic by an automorphism of G: In this paper, we will provide a (relatively short) list of
all possible CI-groups with respect to color ternary relational structures. All of these groups
have order 2dn; 0pdp5; and n a positive integer with gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1; where j is Euler’s phi
function. If d ¼ 0; it has been shown by Pa´lfy that Zn is a CI-group with respect to every class
of combinatorial objects. We then show that of the possible CI-groups with respect to color
ternary relational structures of order 2n and 4n with a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup, most are CI-
groups with respect to ternary relational structures, and in the unresolved cases, give a
necessary and sufﬁcient condition for the group to be a CI-group with respect to ternary
relational structures. In particular, we determine all cyclic CI-groups with respect to ternary
relational structures. Finally, a group G that is a CI-group with respect to ternary relational
structures is also a CI-group with respect to binary relational structures (i.e. graphs and
digraphs). Some of the groups considered in this paper are not known to be CI-groups with
respect to graphs or digraphs, and we thus provide new examples of CI-groups with respect to
graphs and digraphs.
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Modern interest in the Cayley Isomorphism Problem began in 1967 when A´da´m
[1] conjectured that two Cayley graphs of Zn are isomorphic if and only if they are
isomorphic by a group automorphism of Zn: Elspas and Turner [8] quickly showed
that A´da´m’s conjecture was false. Subsequently, this problem has been generalized in
several directions, some of which will be of interest in this paper. The ﬁrst
generalization we will discuss asks the following question: For which groups G is it
true that two Cayley (di)graphs of G are isomorphic if and only if they are
isomorphic by a group automorphism of G? Such groups are called CI-groups with
respect to (di)graphs. Most of the work in this area has been directed at answering
this question, and the interested reader is referred to [12] for a recent survey of this
problem. The second generalization we will discuss asks essentially the same
question, but for other kinds of combinatorial objects. That is, given a class C of
combinatorial objects, for which groups G is it true that every pair of Cayley objects
of G are isomorphic if and only if they are isomorphic by a group isomorphism of G?
Such groups are called CI-groups with respect to C: Much less work has been done on
this generalization, although the problem has been at least considered for designs
[20] and codes [11]. Pa´lfy [19] has shown that if jGj ¼ 4 or jGj ¼ n with
gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1; then G is a CI-group with respect to every class of combinatorial
objects. Conversely, he also showed in the same paper that if G is not a CI-group
with respect to some class of combinatorial objects, then G is not a CI-group with
respect to quaternary relational structures. We remark that Babai [2, Theorem 4.4]
has shown that the dihedral group of order 2p; p a prime, is a CI-group with respect
to color ternary relational structures. In this paper, we will ﬁnd strong constraints on
which groups are CI-groups with respect to ternary relational structures, and prove
that a good many of these are CI-groups with respect to ternary relational structures.
Before discussing, in detail, the work relevant to the problem under consideration
here that has been done, it will be useful to have some deﬁnitions. For permutation
group terms not deﬁned in this paper, the reader is referred to [7]. We remark that
throughout this paper, all groups are ﬁnite.
Deﬁnition 1. A k-ary relational structure is an ordered pair ðV ; EÞ; with V a set and
E a subset of Vk: A 2-ary relational structure is called a binary relational structure, a 3-
ary relational structure is called a ternary relational structure, and a 4-ary relational
structure is a quaternary relational structure. Additionally, if to each edge eAE we
assign a color, then the resulting structure is a color k-ary relational structure.
Deﬁnition 2. For a group G; deﬁne gL : G-G by gLðhÞ ¼ gh; and let GL ¼
fgL : gAGg: It is easy to verify that GL is a group, called the left regular
representation of G. We will say a k-ary relational structure X is a Cayley k-ary
relational structure of G if GLpAutðXÞ (note that this implies V ¼ G). In general, a
combinatorial object X will be a Cayley object of G if GLpAutðXÞ:
Deﬁnition 3. For a class C of Cayley objects of G; we say that G is a CI-group with
respect to C if whenever X ; YAC are Cayley objects of G; then X and Y are
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isomorphic if and only if they are isomorphic by a group automorphism of G: We
will say that G is a CI-group if G is a CI-group with respect to every class C of
combinatorial objects.
The following characterization of the CI-property was proven by Babai and will
be used extensively in this paper.
Lemma 1 (Babai [2, Lemma 3.1]). For a Cayley object X of G in a class C of
combinatorial objects, the following are equivalent:
1. X is a CI-object of G in C;
2. given a permutation cASG such that c
1GLcpAutðX Þ; GL and c1GLc are
conjugate in AutðXÞ:
Throughout this paper, j is Euler’s phi function. Pa´lfy [19] has proven the
following result.
Theorem 2. If G is a group such that jGj ¼ 4 or jGj ¼ n; where gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1; then
G is a CI-group. Conversely, if jGja4 and jGjan for any n such that gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1;
then G is not a CI-group with respect to quaternary relational structures.
We remark that if gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1; then up to isomorphism there is a unique
group of order n; namely Zn:
Deﬁnition 4. A permutation group G acting on O is k-closed provided that G is
the intersection of all automorphism groups of k-ary relational structures whose
automorphism group contains G: Equivalently, G is k-closed provided that G is the
automorphism group of a color k-ary relational structure. For a permutation group
G; we deﬁne the k-closure of G; denoted GðkÞ; to be the smallest k-closed permutation
group contained in SO that contains G:
We will have need of some results of Wielandt proven in [22] (where k-closed
groups were introduced). This important reference is difﬁcult to ﬁnd, but has been
reprinted in its entirety in [23].
Theorem 3 (Wielandt [23, Theorem 5.10]). If kpc; then GðcÞðkÞ ¼ GðkÞðcÞ ¼ GðkÞ:
In particular, the preceding result states that every 2-closed group is 3-closed. Thus
if G is a CI-group with respect to ternary relational structures, then G is a CI-group
with respect to binary relational structures (i.e. digraphs), and if G is not a CI-group
with respect to binary relational structures, then G is not a CI-group with respect to
ternary relational structures. Li et al. [14] have proven the following result, which
will, together with the preceding observation, greatly restrict the possible groups
which can be CI-groups with respect to ternary relational structures.
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Deﬁnition 5. For an abelian group M and a cyclic group /zS of order 2d ; dX1; we
denote by DðM; 2dÞ the group /zSrM such that gz ¼ g1 for all gAG: If M is
cyclic of order m; we denote DðM; 2dÞ by Dðm; 2dÞ:
Theorem 4 (Li et al. [14, Corollary 1.5]). If G is a CI-group with respect to digraphs,
then all Sylow subgroups of G are elementary abelian or isomorphic to Z4 or Q8:
Moreover, G ¼ U 	 V ; where gcdðjU j; jV jÞ ¼ 1; U is abelian of odd order, and V is
one of the following:
1. Zd2 ; DðM; 2Þ; DðM; 4Þ where M is abelian of odd order;
2. Z4; Q8; A4; Z3rQ8; Z23rQ8:
In this paper, we will ﬁrst (in Section 1) narrow down the list of groups which may
be CI-groups with respect to color ternary relational structures by showing that Z2p;
A4; and Zpq; where p and q are prime and qjðp  1Þ or q ¼ 4 and 4jðp  1Þ; are not
CI-groups with respect to color ternary relational structures. The consequences of
these results are summarized in Theorem 9, which lists all possible CI-groups with
respect to color ternary relational structures. All of the groups given by Theorem 9
have order 2dn; where 0pdp5 and n an integer (necessarily odd) such that
gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1: The rest of the paper then shows that certain groups listed in
Theorem 9 are CI-groups with respect to ternary relational structures. Pa´lfy’s
Theorem 2 shows that all groups of order n with gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1 are CI-groups with
respect to every class of combinatorial objects (and so for ternary relational
structures). In Corollary 15, we give a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for a group
G of order 2n to be a CI-groups with respect to ternary relational structures, and
then verify that this condition holds for cyclic groups (Corollary 16) and for some
non-abelian groups of order 2n (Corollary 17). We then consider groups of order 4n;
and in Corollary 26 show that the cyclic group of order 4n is a CI-group with respect
to ternary relational structures. This result then gives a complete solution (Corollary
27) to which cyclic groups are CI-groups with respect to ternary relational structures.
For non-abelian groups of order 4n; we only study those which have a cyclic Sylow
2-subgroup, and in Corollary 28 give a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for these
groups to be CI-groups with respect to ternary relational structures, as well as for
related groups to be CI-groups with respect to digraphs. We then show in Corollary
29 that some non-abelian groups of order 4n do satisfy this condition. Finally, we
remark that some of the groups given in Corollary 29 were not known to be CI-
groups with respect to digraphs.
The following result, together with Lemma 1, will enable us to show some groups
are not CI-groups with respect to ternary relational structures without too much
effort.
Theorem 5 (Wielandt [23, Theorem 5.12]). Let G be a permutation group acting on O:
Let kX2 and suppose there exists a1;?; ak1AO such that Ga1?ak1 ¼ 1 (Ga1?ak1 is
the stabilizer of the points a1;?; ak1). Then GðkÞ ¼ G:
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Deﬁnition 6. Let G be a transitive permutation group admitting a complete block
system B of k blocks of size m: Each gAG may be viewed as a permutation (in Sk) of
the blocks of B; which we denote by g=B; and G=B ¼ fg=B : gAGg: Hence there is a
canonical homomorphism p : G-Sk given by pðgÞ ¼ g=B: We will denote the kernel
of p by fixGðBÞ: Thus fixGðBÞ ¼ fgAG : gðBÞ ¼ B for all BABg:
1. Non-CI groups
In this section, we provide several examples of groups that are not CI-groups with
respect to (color) ternary relational structures.
Lemma 6. For p an odd prime, the group Z2p is not a CI-group with respect to color
ternary relational structures.
Proof. Let r; t; g : Z2p-Z
2
p by tði; jÞ ¼ ði þ 1; jÞ; rði; jÞ ¼ ði; j þ 1Þ; and gði; jÞ ¼ ði; j þ
iÞ: Hence /r; tS ¼ ðZ2pÞL: Straightforward computations will show that
gANS
p2
ððZ2pÞLÞ ¼ AGLð2; pÞ; the normalizer of ðZ2pÞL in Sp2 ; and that jgj ¼ p: As
jAGLð2; pÞj ¼ p2ðp2  pÞðp2  1Þ; we have that /r; t; gS is a Sylow p-subgroup of
NS
p2
ððZ2pÞLÞ and j/r; t; gSj ¼ p3: Note that
ðtgÞpði; jÞ ¼ i; j þ
Xp1
k¼0
ði þ kÞ
 !
¼ ði; jÞ;
with the last equality holding as pa2: It is straightforward to check that rg ¼ gr; so
that ðtgÞr ¼ rðtgÞ: Thus /r; tgS is abelian. As both r and tg have order p;
/r; tgSDZ2p; and it is not difﬁcult to see that /r; tgS is transitive. As the stabilizers
of both /r; tS and /r; tgS acting on Z2p are both trivial, by Dixon and Mortimer [7,
Lemma 1.6B] both /r; tS and /r; tgS are equivalent permutation representations
of Z2p: Thus /r; tS and /r; tgS are conjugate in Sp2 : However, as /r; tSv/r; t; gS;
/r; tS and /r; tgS are not conjugate in /r; t; gS: Finally, as jStab/r;t;gSðð0; 0ÞÞj ¼
p; we have that the stabilizer of say, ð0; 0Þ and ð1; 0Þ in /r; t; gS is trivial. It then
follows by Theorem 5 that /t; gS is the automorphism group of a color ternary
relational structure X ; which of course is a color ternary Cayley object of Z2p: By
Lemma 1, X is not a CI-color ternary relational structure. &
Lemma 7. The alternating group A4 is not a CI-group with respect to color ternary
relational structures.
Proof. Let V ¼ fði; j; kÞ : iAZ3; j; kAZ2g: Let
a ¼ 1 1
1 0
" #
;
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and deﬁne t; r1; r2 : V-V by tði; j; kÞ ¼ ði þ 1; aðj; kÞÞ; r1ði; j; kÞ ¼ ði; j þ 1; kÞ; and
r2ði; j; kÞ ¼ ði; j; k þ 1Þ: Note that t1r1t ¼ r2; t1r2t ¼ r1r12 ¼ r1r2 (as jr2j ¼ 2),
and t1r1r2t ¼ r1: Also observe that jtj ¼ 3: Whence /r1; r2Sv/t; r1; r2S and
/t; r1; r2SDZ3rZ
2
2: Thus /t; r1; r2S has order 12, is isomorphic to A4; and is, of
course, regular. Deﬁne %a : V-V by %aði; j; kÞ ¼ ði; aðj; kÞÞ: It is then easy to see that
/t; r1; r2Sv/t; r1; r2; %aS so that j/t; r1; r2; %aSj ¼ 3  12: Then /t%a; r1; r2Sp
/t; r1; r2; %aS and, if d : V-V by dði; j; kÞ ¼ ð2i; j; kÞ; then dð/r1; r2; tSÞd1 ¼
/r1; r2; t%aS: Thus /t%a; r1; r2S is also regular and isomorphic to A4: As
/t%a; r1; r2Sa/t; r1;r2S and the latter group is normal in /t; r1; r2; %aS we have
non-conjugate regular subgroups isomorphic to A4 contained in /t; r1; r2; %aS: By
Lemma 1, it sufﬁces to show that there exists a color ternary relational structure with
automorphism group /t; r1; r2; %aS: As j/t; r1; r2; %aSj ¼ 3  12; it is easy to see that
the stabilizer of the points ð0; 0; 0Þ; and say ð0; 0; 1Þ is trivial in /t;r1; r2; %aS; and
such a color ternary relational structure exists by Lemma 5. &
Deﬁnition 7. Let X be a Cayley ternary relational structure of the group G: We
deﬁne the connection set of X, denoted SðXÞ; and set SðX Þ ¼ fði; jÞ : ðe; i; jÞAEðX Þg;
where e is the identity in G: Intuitively, SðXÞ is the set of all neighbors of e: Note that
a connection set uniquely deﬁnes a Cayley ternary relational structure of G; as given
a set SDG3; we may deﬁne a Cayley ternary relational structure of G by setting
VðX Þ ¼ G and EðX Þ ¼ fðg; gi; gjÞ : ði; jÞASðXÞ; gAGg: It is then easy to see that
GLpAutðX Þ:
Lemma 8. Let qop; p an odd prime such that q divides p  1 and either q ¼ 4 or q an
odd prime. Then Zpq is not a CI-group with respect to ternary relational structures.
Proof. Let aAZnp such that jaj ¼ q: Deﬁne r; t; r0; t0; g : Zq 	 Zp-Zq 	 Zp by
rði; jÞ ¼ ði; j þ 1Þ; tði; jÞ ¼ ði þ 1; jÞ; r0ði; jÞ ¼ ði; j þ aiÞ; t0ði; jÞ ¼ ði þ 1; ajÞ; and
gði; jÞ ¼ ði; aijÞ: Straightforward computations will show that g1t0g ¼ t and
g1r0g ¼ r: This implies that for any Cayley object X of Zpq with
/r0; t0SpAutðXÞ; g1ðXÞ is also a Cayley object of Zpq: Deﬁne a ternary Cayley
object X of Zpq by letting SðX Þ ¼ S ¼ ffð1; ða 1ÞjÞ; ð2; ða2  1ÞjÞg : jAZpg if qa3
and S ¼ ffð1; ða 1ÞjÞ; ð2; ða2  1ÞjÞg; fð0; xÞ; ð1; yÞg : j; x; yAZpg if q ¼ 3: As X is a
ternary Cayley object of Zpq; r; tAAutðXÞ: Let eAEðX Þ such that e ¼ fðc; mÞ; ðcþ
1; ða 1Þj þ mÞ; ðcþ 2; ða2  1Þj þ mÞg for some cAZq and j; mAZp: Hence
e0 ¼ fðc; mÞ; ðcþ 1; ða 1ÞðajÞ þ mÞ; ðcþ 2; ða2  1ÞðajÞ þ mÞgAEðXÞ and rða1Þm
ðe0Þ ¼ fðc; amÞ; ðcþ 1; aða 1ÞjþamÞ; ðcþ2; aða2 1ÞjþamÞgAEðXÞ: As t0t1ðeÞ ¼
rða1Þmðe0Þ; we have that t0t1AAutðXÞ if qa3: Whence t0AAutðXÞ if qa3: If q ¼ 3;
then to establish that t0t1AAutðX Þ; we need also show that t0t1ðfðc; mÞ; ðc; m þ
xÞ; ðcþ 1; m þ yÞgÞAEðXÞ for every x; yAZp: As t0t1ðfðc; mÞ; ðc; m þ xÞ; ðcþ
1; m þ yÞgÞ ¼ ðc; amÞ; ðc; aðm þ xÞÞ; ðcþ 1; aðm þ yÞÞg; we have that t0t1ðfðc; mÞ;
ðc; m þ xÞ; ðcþ 1; m þ yÞgÞAAutðX Þ as fð0; axÞ; ð1; ayÞgAS: Thus t0AAutðX Þ: As e
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is arbitrary, if qa3; then r0AAutðX Þ if and only if
fðc; m þ acÞ; ðcþ 1; ða 1Þj þ m þ acþ1Þ; ðcþ 2; ða2  1Þj þ m þ acþ2ÞgAEðXÞ;
which occurs if and only if
fð1; ða 1Þj þ acþ1  acÞ; ð2; ða2  1Þj þ acþ2  acÞgAS;
which occurs if and only if
fð1; ða 1Þðj þ acÞÞ; ð2; ða2  1Þðj þ acÞÞgAS;
which is true. Thus if qa3; r0AAutðXÞ: If q ¼ 3; we must also show that r0ðfðc; mÞ;
ðc; m þ xÞ; ðcþ 1; m þ yÞgÞ ¼ fðc; m þ acÞ; ðc; m þ x þ acÞ; ðcþ 1; m þ y þ acþ1ggA
AutðX Þ: This is true as fð0; xÞ; ð1; y þ acþ1  acÞgAS: By comments above, g1ðXÞ is
also a ternary Cayley object of Zpq with connection set g1ðSÞ ¼ ffð1; ða
1Þa1jÞ; ð2; ða2  1Þa2jÞg : jAZpg as gðð0; 0ÞÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ if qa3: If q ¼ 3; then g1ðSÞ ¼
ffð1; ða 1Þa1jÞ; ð2; ða2  1Þa2jÞg; fð0; xÞ; ð1; yÞg : j; x; yAZpg: If Zpq is a CI-group
with respect to ternary relational structures, then X and g1ðX Þ are isomorphic by a
group automorphism b of Zpq: We now show that this is not the case.
Assume that there exists bAAutðZpqÞ such that bðXÞ ¼ g1ðXÞ: As bAAutðZpqÞ;
bðð0; 0ÞÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ so that bðSÞ ¼ g1ðSÞ: First, observe that bðfð1; jÞ : jAZpgÞ ¼
fð1; jÞ : jAZpg unless q ¼ 3: Otherwise, bðfð1; jÞ : jAZpgÞ ¼ fð2; jÞ : jAZpg and so
bðfð2; jÞ : jAZpgÞ ¼ fð1; jÞ : jAZpg: Thus, if b  b ðmod qÞ; then b  2 ðmod qÞ and
2b  1 ðmod qÞ so that 4  1 ðmod qÞ; a contradiction. Thus q ¼ 3: Then b 
1 ðmod qÞ and bðfð2; jÞ : jAZpgÞ ¼ fð2; jÞ : jAZpg: If q ¼ 3; then no element of S of
the form fð0; xÞ; ð1; yÞg can be mapped to an element of S of the form fð1; ða
1ÞjÞ; ð2; ða2  1ÞjÞg by b: As bðfð0; xÞ : xAZpgÞ ¼ fð0; xÞ : xAZpg; we must then have
that bðfð1; jÞ : jAZpgÞ ¼ fð1; jÞ : jAZpg: Thus in all cases, bðfð1; jÞ : jAZpgÞ ¼
fð1; jÞ : jAZpg:
Let bpAZ
n
p such that b  bp ðmod pÞ: Let T ¼ ffð1; ða 1ÞjÞ; ð2; ða2 
1ÞjÞg : jAZpg: By comments above, we have that bðTÞ ¼ ffð1; ða 1ÞbpjÞ; ð2; ða2 
1ÞbpjÞg : jAZpg ¼ g1ðTÞ: Hence, for ﬁxed jAZp; there exists kAZp such that
fð1; ða 1ÞbpjÞ; ð2; ða2  1ÞbpjÞg ¼ fð1; ða 1Þa1kÞ; ð2; ða2  1Þa2kÞg:
We conclude that ða 1Þbpj ¼ ða 1Þa1k so that j ¼ b1p a1k: As ða2  1Þbpj ¼
ða2  1Þa2k; we have that ða2  1Þbpj ¼ ða2  1Þa1k ¼ ða2  1Þa2k: Then a ¼ 1;
contradicting the fact that jaj ¼ q: The result then follows. &
Note that if HpG and H is not a CI-group with respect to ternary relational
structures with X a Cayley ternary relational structure of H that is not a CI-object of
H; then the disjoint union of jG=Hj copies of X is isomorphic to a ternary relational
structure of G that is not a CI-object of G: We then have the following result.
Theorem 9. If G is a CI-group with respect to color ternary relational structures, then
all Sylow subgroups of G are of prime order or isomorphic to Z4; Z
d
2 ; 1pdp5; or Q8:
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Moreover, G ¼ U 	 V ; where gcdðjU j; jV jÞ ¼ 1; U is of order n, with gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼
1; and V is one of the following:
1. Zd2 ; 1pdp5; Dðm; 2Þ; or Dðm; 4Þ; where m is odd and gcdðnm;jðnmÞÞ ¼ 1;
2. Z4; Q8; Z3rQ8; or Z23rQ8:
Furthermore, if V ¼ Z4; Q8; or Dðm; 4Þ and pjn is prime, then 4ıðp  1Þ:
Proof. By Theorem 4, if G is a CI-group with respect to digraphs, then all Sylow
subgroups of G are elementary abelian or isomorphic to Z4 or Q8: Moreover,
G ¼ U 	 V ; where gcdðjU j; jV jÞ ¼ 1; U is abelian of odd order, and V is one of
the following:
1. Zd2 ; DðM; 2Þ; DðM; 4Þ where M is abelian of odd order;
2. Z4; Q8; A4; Z3rQ8; Z23rQ8:
As a 2-closed group is 3-closed, by Lemma 1, if G is a CI-group with respect
to color ternary relational structures, then G is a CI-group with respect to
binary relational structures, i.e. graphs and digraphs, and hence is one of the
groups cited above. Nowitz [18] has shown that Z62 is not a CI-group with respect
to graphs, so that 1pdp5: By Lemma 7 and the observation immediately
preceding this result, VaA4: By Lemma 6, we have that all Sylow p-subgroups
of G are of prime order unless p ¼ 2; in which case a Sylow 2-subgroup of G
is either Z4 or Z
d
2 ; 1pdp5; or Q8: Thus jMj is square-free, so that M is cyclic
and if jMj ¼ m; then DðM; 4Þ ¼ Dðm; 4Þ and DðM; 2Þ ¼ Dðm; 2Þ: If G contains a
subgroup H of order pq; p and q distinct odd primes, then HDZpq: By Lemma 8,
we must have that gcdðpq;jðpqÞÞ ¼ 1: Thus if jGj ¼ 2dc where gcdð2; cÞ ¼ 1;
then gcdðc;jðcÞÞ ¼ 1: If HvG is cyclic of order 4p; then by Lemma 8, we must have
that 4ıðp  1Þ: Thus if V ¼ Z4; Q8; or DðM; 4Þ and pjn is prime, then
4ıðp  1Þ: &
2. CI-groups
In this section, we will prove that several groups are CI-groups with respect to
ternary relational structures. We begin with a known result. We remark that this
result is in less generality than in [5], being stated here only in the form that we will
require.
Lemma 10 (Dobson [5, Lemma 9]). Let n be a positive integer such that
gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1 and m a power of 2. Define r; t : Zm 	 Zn-Zm 	 Zn by rði; jÞ ¼
ði; j þ 1Þ and tði; jÞ ¼ ði þ 1; ajÞ; aAZnn : Let G ¼ /r; tS; and cASZm	Zn such that
/G;c1GcS admits a complete block system B formed by the orbits of /rS: If the
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orbits of /d1rdS are the complete block system B; then there exists dA/G;c1GcS
such that
* /G; d1c1GcdS=B is a 2-group,
* d1c1rcdjBA/rSjB for every BAB;
* /rjB :BABS-/G; d1c1GcdSv/G; d1c1HcdS; and
* if qjn is prime, then /G; d1c1GcdS admits a complete block system formed by
the orbits of /rn=qS:
Deﬁnition 8. Let n be a square-free integer and m ¼ 2 or 4: Let aAZnn ; and deﬁne
r; t : Zm 	 Zn-Zm 	 Zn by rði; jÞ ¼ ði; j þ 1Þ and tði; jÞ ¼ ði þ 1; ajÞ: Let G ¼
/r; tS; and cASZm	Zn such that H ¼ /G;c1GcS satisﬁes the following:
1: H admits a complete block system B of m blocks of size n formed
by the orbits of /rS and c1/rSc;
2: H=BDZm;
3: c1/rScjBA/rSjB for every BAB; and
4: /rSjBvfixHðBÞjB for every BAB;
5: H admits complete block systems Pi of mn=pi blocks of size pi
formed by the orbits of /rn=piS and d1c1/rn=piScd for every pijn:
ð*Þ
We will then say that f satisﬁes (*).
The notation given by Deﬁnition 8 will be used throughout the remainder of this
paper. If c satisﬁes (*) and m ¼ 4 in Deﬁnition 8, then H admits a complete block
system of 2 blocks of size 2n formed by the orbits of /r; t2S:
Lemma 11. Let n be a positive integer such that gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1 and m ¼ 2 or 4.
Define r; t : Zm 	 Zn-Zm 	 Zn by rði; jÞ ¼ ði; j þ 1Þ and tði; jÞ ¼ ði þ 1; ajÞ; aAZnn :
Let G ¼ /r; tS; and cASZm	Zn : Then there exists dA/G;c1GcS such that cd
satisfies (*) if either of the following hold:
* a ¼ 1; or
* aa1 and if n ¼ p1?pr; where each pi is an odd prime with piopiþ1; 1pipr  1;
then mop1 and mp1?piopiþ1 for every 1pipr  1:
Proof. It follows by [17, Theorem 4.9] if a ¼ 1 or [5, Lemma 6] if aa1 that there
exists d1A/G;c1GcS such that /G; d11 c
1GcdS admits a complete block system
B of m blocks of size n: As gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1; we have that gcdðjtmj; nÞ ¼ 1:
Furthermore, StabGðð0; 0ÞÞ ¼ /tmS; and if m is a power of 2; then gcdðjtj; nÞ ¼ 1:
As /rSvG; we conclude by Hall’s Theorem that /rS is the unique subgroup of G
of order n: Let HpG such that H has orbits of size n and StabGðð0; 0ÞÞpH: Then n
divides jHj so that /rSpH: Thus /r; tmSpH; and it is easy to see that in order to
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have orbits of size exactly n; we must have that H ¼ /r; tmS: Hence by [7, Theorem
1.5A], the orbits of H ¼ /r; tmS form the unique complete block system of G of m
blocks of size n: We remark that as /rSvG; the orbits of H are the same as the
orbits of /rS: Similarly, the only complete block system of d11 c
1Gcd1 of m blocks
of size n is formed by the orbits of /d11 c
1rcd1S: We conclude that if
/G; d11 c
1Gcd1S admits a complete block system formed by the orbits of /rS;
then this complete block system is also formed by the orbits of /d11 c
1rcd1S: By
Lemma 10, there exists d2A/G; d
1
1 c
1Gcd1S such that /G; d12 d
1
1 c
1Gcd1d2S
satisﬁes the conclusion of Lemma 10. We conclude that we need only now show that
there exists d3A/G; d12 d
1
1 c
1Gcd1d2S such that /G; d13 d
1
2 d
1
1 c
1Gcd1d2d3S=B
is cyclic, as Lemma 10 only speciﬁes that /G; d12 d
1
1 c
1Gcd1d2S=B is a 2-group.
If m ¼ 2; then of course /G; d12 d11 c1Gcd1d2S=BpS2 and is thus cyclic of
order 2: If m ¼ 4; then by Theorem 2 Z4 is a CI-group. Hence there
exists d3A/G; d
1
2 d
1
1 c
1Gcd1d2S such that /G; d13 d
1
2 d
1
1 c
1Gcd1d2d3S=B is
cyclic. &
If c satisﬁes (*), then there are rather strong restrictions on which permutations c
may be.
Lemma 12. Let c satisfy (*). Then cASmwSn and cði; jÞ ¼ ðri þ b; aij þ biÞ; rAZnm;
bAZm; and aiAZnn ; biAZn; for every iAZm:
Proof. As H admits a complete block system B of m blocks of size n formed by the
orbits of /rS and c1/rSc; we have that cðBÞAB for every BAB: Whence
cASmwSn so that cði; jÞ ¼ ðsðiÞ; biðjÞÞ; sASm; biASn: As G=BDZm; sANSmððZmÞLÞÞ
and it is well known that NSmððZmÞLÞÞ ¼ fx-ax þ b : aAZnm; bAZmg: As
c1/rScjBA/rSjB for every BAB; we have that biANSnððZnÞLÞ ¼ fx-ax þ
c : aAZnn ; cAZng: The result then follows. &
Deﬁnition 9. For each prime pijn; deﬁne an equivalence relation i on Pi by P  P0
if and only if whenever hAfix/G;c1GcSðPiÞ then hjP is a pi-cycle if and only if hjP0 is a
pi-cycle. It follows by Lemma 18 (stated later) that the unions of the equivalence
classes of i forms a complete block system of /G;c1GcS:
2.1. Groups of order 2n; n odd
Throughout the rest of this paper, for a positive integer m; we denote NSmððZmÞLÞ
by NðmÞ: Thus NðmÞ ¼ fx-ax þ b : aAZnm; bAZmg: If m is prime, this group is
usually referred to as AGLð1; mÞ:
If p is a set of primes, a subgroup H of G will be called an SðpÞ-subgroup of G
provided H is a p-group (that is, if p j jHj is prime, then pAp) and ½G : H is divisible
by no primes in p: Such a subgroup of H of G is a Hall subgroup of G:
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Lemma 13. Let n be an integer such that gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1; and GpS2n such that G
admits a complete block system of 2 blocks of size n formed by the orbits of a cyclic
semiregular subgroup /rS of G. Further, assume that /rjB :BABS-GvG: Let n ¼
q1?qs be the prime power decomposition of n. Then a Sylow qi-subgroup of fixGðBÞ
has order qi or q
2
i : Relabel the primes q1;?; qs so that the Sylow qi-subgroups of
fixGðBÞ have order q2i ; 1pipt; and that the Sylow qi-subgroups of fixGðBÞ have order
qi; t þ 1pips: Then G admits a complete block system C of 2qtþ1?qs blocks of size
q1?qt formed by the orbits of the unique subgroup of /rS of order q1?qt; and
fixGðCÞjBpGð3Þ for every BAB:
Proof. As K ¼ /rjB : BABS-GvG we have that GpG=BwNðnÞ: For mjn; let pm
be the set of all primes dividing m: As K is abelian, K contains a unique SðpmÞ
subgroup Pm; which is therefore normal in G: Thus G admits a complete block
system of 2n=m blocks of size m formed by the orbits Pm: Setting m ¼ q1?qt; we
have that G admits a complete block system C with blocks of the required order. As
rn=mAPm; the orbits of Pm are the same as the orbits of /rn=mS: As fixGðBÞjBpNðnÞ
and jNðnÞj ¼ jðnÞn; we have that a Sylow qi-subgroup of fixGðBÞjB has order qi for
every BAB and 1pips as gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1: Whence a Sylow qi-subgroup of fixGðBÞ
has order qi or q
2
i :
To complete the proof, we now need only show that fixGðCÞjBpGð3Þ for every
BAB: Let X be a ternary relational structure such that GpAutðX Þ: It sufﬁces to
show that fixGðCÞjBiAAutðXÞ for every BiAB: Let ða; b; cÞAEðXÞ: If a; b; cABi for
some i ¼ 0; 1; and gAfixGðCÞ; then clearly gjBiða; b; cÞAEðXÞ; for i ¼ 0; 1: Let Ca;
Cb and CcAC such that aACa; bACb and cACc: Note that it sufﬁces to show
that hjBiþ1ða; b; cÞAEðXÞ for every hAfixGðCÞ; as if hjBiþ1ða; b; cÞAEðXÞ; then
hjBiða; b; cÞAEðX Þ as hjBi ¼ hðhjBiþ1Þ1:
If aeBi but b; cABi; then CaDBiþ1 and Cb; CcDBi: As a Sylow qj-subgroup of
fixGðBÞ has order q2j ; rn=qj jBAG; 1pjpt and BAB: Hence there exists gAfixGðCÞ
such that gjBiþ1 is semiregular of order m ¼ q1?qt; but gjBi ¼ 1: Then
ðgkðaÞ; gkðbÞ; gkðcÞÞAEðX Þ for every kAZm; so that ða0; b; cÞAEðXÞ for every
a0ACa: Let hAfixGðCÞ: Then hjBiþ1ða; b; cÞ ¼ ðhðaÞ; b; cÞAEðX Þ as hðaÞACa: The
other two cases, where beBi but a; cABi and where ceBi but a; bABi are precisely
analogous to this. The result is thus proved. &
Theorem 14. Let n be a positive integer such that gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1: Let aAZnn; and
define r; t : Z2 	 Zn-Z2 	 Zn by rði; jÞ ¼ ði; j þ 1Þ and tði; jÞ ¼ ði þ 1; ajÞ: Let
G ¼ /r; tS; and cASZ2	Zn such that /G;c1GcS admits a complete block system
B of 2 blocks of size n formed by the orbits /rS and c1/rSc: Then there exists
dA/G;c1GcSð3Þ such that d1c1Gcd ¼ /r; tS:
Proof. By Lemma 11, we may assume that c satisﬁes (*), so that by Lemma 12
cði; jÞ ¼ ði þ b; aij þ ciÞ; bAZ2; aiAZnn; and ciAZn: If b ¼ 1; then we may without loss
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of generality replace c with ct; and thus assume that b ¼ 0: Thus c1tcði; jÞ ¼
ði þ 1; abij þ biÞ; bi ¼ a1iþ1ai; and each biAZn: Hence b0b1  1 ðmod nÞ:
Let H ¼ /G;c1GcS; and n ¼ q1?qs; where each qi is prime. As r; t; and c all
normalize /rjB : BABS; we have that /rjB : BABS-HvH: By Lemma 13, the
Sylow qi-subgroups of fixHðBÞ have order either qi or q2i : If the Sylow qi-subgroups
of H have order q2i ; then r
n=qi jBAH for every BAB: Relabel the qi’s so that the Sylow
qi-subgroups of H have order q
2
i ; 1pipt; and that the Sylow qi-subgroups of H have
order qi; t þ 1pips: Then a0  a1 ðmod qtþ1?qsÞ; and hence bk  1 ðmod qtþ1?qsÞ
for every kAZ2: Deﬁne g : Z2 	 Zn-Z2 	 Zn by gð0; jÞ ¼ ð0; b10 jÞ and g0ð1; jÞ ¼
ð1; jÞ: Then
g1c1tcgð0; jÞ ¼ ð1; aj þ b0Þ
and
g1c1tcgð1; jÞ ¼ ð0; ab0b1j þ b0b1Þ ¼ ð0; aj þ b0b1Þ:
We now show that gAHð3Þ: By Lemma 13 H admits a complete block system C of
2qtþ1?qs blocks of size q1?qt; and this block system is formed by the orbits of
/rqtþ1?qsS: A straightforward computation will show that if o ¼ t1c1tc; then
oði; jÞ ¼ ði; bij þ a1biÞ: As bi  1 ðmod qtþ1?qsÞ; jo=Cj divides qtþ1?qs: As
gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1; gcdðjo=Cj; joj=jo=CjÞ ¼ 1: As jbij divides joj=jo=Cj; there exists
an integer x such that oxði; jÞ ¼ ði; bij þ diÞ; and di  0 ðmod qtþ1?qsÞ: Then
oxAfixHðCÞ: As /rqtþ1?qsSjBAHð3Þ; there exists iAfixHðCÞ such that ioxði; jÞ ¼
ði; bijÞ; and, of course, ioxAfixHðCÞ: As the Sylow qi-subgroups of H have order q2i ;
1pjpt; it follows by Lemma 13 that ioxjBA/G;c1GcSð3Þ for every BAB: Let
B0AB such that ð0; 0ÞAB0: Then ððioxÞjB0Þ1 ¼ g; and gAHð3Þ by Lemma 13 as
required.
A straightforward computation will now show that cgði; jÞ ¼ ði; a1j þ ciÞ; ciAZn;
so that cg normalizes /rS; that is, ðcgÞ1/rScg ¼ /rS: Note that
j/G; g1c1GcgSj divides jtjn2 and /G; g1c1GcgS is solvable. As gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼
1; we have that gcdðjtj; nÞ ¼ 1; so by the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem [9, Theorem
6.2.1], any two subgroups of /G; g1c1GcgS of order jtj are conjugate in
/G; g1c1GcgS by an element of order relatively prime to jtj: As jg1c1tcgj ¼
jtj; there exists cA/G; g1c1GcgS such that c1g1c1tcgcA/tS: Then
cA/rjB : BABS so that c commutes with r: Let d ¼ cg: Then d1c1Gcd ¼ G
as required. &
Corollary 15. Let n be an integer such that gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1: Let aAZnn ; and
define r; t : Z2 	 Zn by rði; jÞ ¼ ði; j þ 1Þ and tði; jÞ ¼ ði þ 1; ajÞ: Let cASZ2	Zn ;
and G ¼ /r; tS: Then G and c1Gc are conjugate in /G;c1GcSð3Þ if and
only if there exists dA/G;c1GcSð3Þ such that /G; d1c1GcdS admits a
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complete block system of 2 blocks of size n formed by the orbits of /rS and
d1c1/rScd:
Proof. If G and c1Gc are conjugate in /G;c1GcSð3Þ; then there exists
dA/G;c1GcSð3Þ such that d1c1Gcd ¼ G: Then /G; d1c1GcdS ¼ G;
d1c1/rScd ¼ /rS; and G admits a complete block system of 2 blocks of size
n formed by the orbits of /rS as /rSvG: Conversely, if there exists
dA/G;c1GcSð3Þ such that /G; d1c1GcdS admits a complete block system of
2 blocks of size n formed by the orbits of /rS and d1c1/rScd; in which case G
and c1Gc are conjugate in ð/G;c1GcSÞð3Þ by Theorem 14. &
Corollary 16. Let n be an integer such that gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1: Then Z2n is a CI-group
with respect to ternary relational structures.
Proof. Let X be a ternary Cayley object of Z2n; and cAS2n such that
c1ðZ2nÞLcpAutðXÞ: By Lemma 11, there exists dA/ðZ2nÞL;c1ðZ2nÞLcS such
that do satisﬁes (*). As ðZ2nÞL is equivalent to /r; tS as in Theorem 14 with a ¼ 1;
by Theorem 14 there exists oAAutðXÞ such that o1d1c1ðZ2nÞLcdo ¼ ðZ2nÞL:
The result follows by Lemma 1. &
Remark 1. The previous result implies that Z2n; where gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1 is a CI-group
with respect to binary relational structures. We remark that Muzychuk [15]
has shown that Z2n is a CI-group with respect to binary relational structures with n
odd.
Corollary 17. Let n ¼ p1?pr; where each pi is an odd prime such that gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼
1: Assume that for 1pipr  1; 2p1?piopiþ1: Let G be a non-abelian group of order
2n: Then G is a CI-group with respect to ternary relational structures.
Proof. Let X be a ternary Cayley object of G; and cASG such that
c1GLcpAutðX Þ: By Hall [10, Theorem 9.4.3], every such non-abelian group is
of the form Dm 	 Zk; where Dm is the dihedral group of order 2m and mk ¼ n:
Thus every such group can be written in the form /r; tS with jaj ¼ 2 as in
Theorem 14. It follows by Lemma 11 that there exists dA/GL;c
1GLcS such that
dc satisﬁes (*), and so satisﬁes the hypothesis of Theorem 14. As noted before, GL is
equivalent to /r; tS as in Theorem 14 with jaj ¼ 2; so by Theorem 14 there
exists oAAutðX Þ such that o1d1c1GLcdo ¼ GL: The result follows by
Lemma 1. &
Remark 2. The previous result implies that the groups G stated in the Corollary are
CI-groups with respect to binary relational structures. This has already been proven
in [5, Theorem 22].
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Remark 3. We would like to remark that Theorem 14 also solves the isomorphism
problem for ternary relational structures of order 2n (with n as in the previous result)
whose automorphism group contains a non-regular subgroup isomorphic to
Z2rZn: The interested reader is referred to [21] or [4] for a result that generalizes
Babai’s Lemma 1 to non-Cayley combinatorial objects. We remark that the result in
[21] is more general than that in [4], but the result in [4] is sufﬁcient for ternary
relational structures.
2.2. Groups of order 4n; n odd
Deﬁnition 10. Let G be a transitive permutation group that admits a complete
block system B of m blocks of size pk; pk a prime, and B is formed by the
orbits of some normal subgroup NvG: Then for each BAB there exists
aBAN such that aBjB is a pk-cycle. Deﬁne an equivalence relation k on
B by B  B0 if and only if whenever aAN and ajB is a pk-cycle then ajB0 is
also a pk-cycle. Denote the equivalence classes of k by C0;?; Ca and let
Ej ¼,BACi B:
Lemma 18 (Dobson [3]). Let G be a transitive group as in Definition 10. Then for each
0pipa there exists aiAGð2Þ such that aijEi ¼ ajEi and aijEj ¼ 1 for every iaj:
Furthermore, fEi : 0pipag is a complete block system of G and fixGð2Þ ðBÞ contains a
semiregular element of order p.
Remark 4. We remark that the previous lemma was proven in [3] only for vertex-
transitive graphs, but the proof works equally well for digraphs and binary relational
structures. Note that the previous result implies that fixGð2Þ ðBÞjEipGð2Þ for every
0pipa: We may thus view Lemma 13 as providing a weak version of Lemma 18 for
ternary relational structures.
We now seek weak versions of Lemma 18 that will hold for 3-closed groups that
contain the regular groups under consideration here.
Deﬁnition 11. Let G be a transitive permutation group of degree mp acting on
Zm 	 Zp that admits a complete block system B of m blocks of cardinality p: Assume
that fixGðBÞa1 so that a Sylow p-subgroup P0 of fixGðBÞ is non-trivial.
Deﬁne zi : Zm 	 Zp-Zm 	 Zp by ziðj; kÞ ¼ ðj; kÞ if jai and ziðj; kÞ ¼ ðj; k þ 1Þ if
j ¼ i: Without loss of generality, assume that P0 is contained in /zi : iAZmS:
For hAP0; we then have that h ¼
Qm1
i¼0 z
ai
i ; aiAZp: Deﬁne v : P0-Z
m
p by
vðhÞ ¼ ða0; a1;?; am1Þ:
Lemma 19 (Dobson and Witte [6, Lemma 3]). If there exists xAG such that xði; jÞ ¼
ði þ 1; aj þ biÞ; biAZp; aAZnp ; then fvðhÞ : hAP0g is a cyclic code of length m over
GFðpÞ:
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Remark 5. The preceding lemma may be useful in giving a short explanation
of why Z2p; Zpq; qjðp  1Þ; and Z4p; 4jðp  1Þ are not CI-groups with respect to
color ternary relational structures. Let G ¼ ðZr 	 ZpÞL; with r ¼ p; q; or 4, as
appropriate, and suppose /G; d1GdS admits a complete block system B of r
blocks of size p; formed by the orbits of the Sylow p-subgroup H of G; or,
if r ¼ p by a subgroup H of G of order p: Let P0 be a Sylow p-subgroup of
fix/G;d1GLdSðBÞ that contains H: By Lemma 19, fvðhÞ : hAP0g is a cyclic code of
length r over GFðpÞ: As rjðp  1Þ or r ¼ p; the cyclotomic polynomial f ðxÞ ¼
xr1 þ xr2 þ?þ x þ 1 splits over GFðpÞ; and hence there is a cyclic code of length
r over GFðpÞ of dimension 2 that contains the repetition code. The existence of such
a code (and hence a P0 of order p
2), is what was exploited in proving Lemmas 6
and 8.
Lemma 20. Let GpS4wSp; p a prime such that 4ıðp  1Þ; and G satisfies the
hypothesis of Lemma 19. Assume that z0z1z2z3AP0; where zi; iAZ4; and P0 are as in
Definition 11. Then either P0 ¼ /z0z1z2z3S; /z0z2; z1z3S; or whenever B1; B2; B3AB
are distinct, there exists zAP0 such that zjB1 ¼ 1; zjB2 ¼ 1; and zjB3 ¼
z0z1z2z3jB3 :
Proof. As G satisﬁes the hypothesis of Lemma 19, we have that C ¼ fvðhÞ : hAP0g is
a cyclic code of length 4 over GFðpÞ: Then a generating polynomial f ðxÞ for C is a
divisor of x4  1 ¼ ðx  1Þðx þ 1Þðx2 þ 1Þ; and, as 4ıðp  1Þ; x2 þ 1 is irreducible
over GFðpÞ: As z0z1z2z3AP0; ð1; 1; 1; 1ÞAC so that f ðxÞ is a divisor of x3 þ x2 þ
x þ 1 ¼ ðx þ 1Þðx2 þ 1Þ: If f ðxÞ ¼ x3 þ x2 þ x þ 1; then P0 ¼ /z0z1z2z3S and if
f ðxÞ ¼ x2 þ 1; then P0 ¼ /z0z2; z1z3S: If f ðxÞ ¼ 1; then P0 ¼ /zi : iAZ4S and
clearly whenever B1; B2; B3AB are distinct, there exists zAP0 such that zjB1 ¼ 1;
zjB2 ¼ 1; and zjB3 ¼ z0z1z2z3jB3 : The only remaining case is when f ðxÞ ¼ x þ 1; in
which case z0z1AP0 and z10 z2AP0 as x
2  1 is a multiple of x þ 1 (along with their
cyclic shifts), and it is then easy to see (by considering all 12 possibilities), that
whenever B1; B2; B3AB are distinct, there exists zAP0 such that zjB1 ¼ 1; zjB2 ¼ 1;
and zjB3 ¼ z0z1z2z3jB3 : The result then follows. &
Lemma 21. Let GpS4wSp; p a prime, such that G satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 19
and fixGðBÞ is solvable. If P0 ¼ /z0z2; z1z3S; where zi; iAZ4 and P0 are as in
Definition 11, then G admits a complete block system C of 2 blocks of size 2p formed by
the union of the non-singleton orbits of z0z2 and of z1z3:
Proof. As fixGðBÞ is solvable, fixGðBÞjBpAGLð1; pÞ for every BAB so that
GpS4wAGLð1; pÞ: As AGLð1; pÞ has a unique Sylow p-subgroup, fixGðBÞ has a
normal and therefore unique Sylow p-subgroup, which by hypothesis, is P0: Then P0
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is characteristic in fixGðBÞ and hence P0vG: Then for every gAG; g1z0z2gA/z0z2S
or g1z0z2gA/z1z3S: Let C0AC such that the non-singleton orbit of z0 is contained
in C0: Then C0 is a block of G: Clearly, then if C1AC such that the non-singleton
orbit of z1 is contained in C1; then C1 is a conjugate block of C0: Thus C is a
complete block system of G: &
Lemma 22. Let GpS4wSn; n odd and square-free, such that G satisfies the following
conditions:
1. there exists r; tpG such that tði; jÞ ¼ ði þ 1; ajÞ and rði; jÞ ¼ ði; j þ 1Þ;
2. the orbits of /rS form a complete block system B of G and the orbits of /r; t2S
form a complete block system C of G,
3. there exists a divisor m of n such that G admits a complete block systemD formed by
the orbits of /rn=mS and rn=mjCAfixGðDÞ for every CAC:
Then fixGðDÞjCAGð3Þ for every CAC:
Proof. Let X be a ternary relational structure such that GpAutðXÞ; and
ða; b; cÞAEðX Þ: Let Da; Db; DcAD such that aADa; bADb; and cADc: As D is
formed by the orbits of /rn=mS and rn=m is a disjoint product of 4n=m m-cycles, Da;
Db; and Dc are the orbits of m-cycles zia ; zib ; and zic ; respectively, where r
n=mjDj ¼ zij ;
j ¼ a; b; c: Let gAfixGðDÞ: We will show that gjCða; b; cÞAEðX Þ for every gAfixGðDÞ
and CAC: As C consists of 2 blocks, it sufﬁces to show that gjCða; b; cÞAEðXÞ for
some CAC; say C ¼ C0: If a; b; cAC0 or C0-fa; b; cg ¼ |; then gjC0ða; b; cÞ ¼
gða; b; cÞ and the result follows. If a; bAC0 but ceC0; then, as gAfixGðDÞ; gðDÞ ¼ D
for every DAD so that gða; b; cÞ ¼ ðgðaÞ; gðbÞ; gðcÞÞ; and gðaÞADa; gðbÞADb; and
gðcÞADc: Then gjC0ða; b; cÞ ¼ ðgðaÞ; gðbÞ; cÞ: As rn=mjCAG for every CAC; we have
that ðgðaÞ; gðbÞ; c0ÞAEðXÞ for every c0ADc: Whence gjC0AAutðXÞ and the result
follows. Obviously, analogous arguments will show that gjC0AAutðXÞ if a; cAC0;
beC0 or b; cAC0 and aeC0: The remaining cases then follow by replacing C0 with
C1AC; C1aC0: &
Deﬁnition 12. Let B and C be complete block systems of the transitive group G: If
every block of C is a union of blocks of B; we will write B$C: If B$C; then C
induces a complete block system of G=B; which we will denote by C=B: A block of
C=B will be denoted by C=B; CAC:
Lemma 23. Let GpSn be transitive and 3-closed such that G admits complete block
systems B and C with B$C: Assume that B consists of m blocks size n. Assume that
fixGðBÞa1 and has the property that whenever C1; C2; C3AC are distinct, then there
exists zAfixGðBÞ such that zjC1 ¼ 1; zjC2 ¼ 1; and zjC3 is semiregular of order n. If
dAfixGðBÞ; then djCAfixGðBÞ for every CAC:
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Proof. Let X be a ternary relational structure with GpAutðXÞ: We will show that if
e ¼ ða; b; cÞAEðXÞ; then djCðeÞAEðX Þ for every dAfixGðBÞ and CAC: If there exists
C1AC such that a; b; cAC1 then trivially djCðeÞAEðXÞ as djCðeÞ ¼ dðeÞ if C ¼ C1 and
djCðeÞ ¼ e otherwise. Let Ba; Bb; BcAB such that aABa; bABb; and cABc: If there
exists C1; C2AC such that C1aC2 and a; bAC1; cAC2; then by hypothesis there exists
zAfixGðBÞ such that zjC1 ¼ 1 and zjC2 is semiregular of order n: Then ða; b; c0ÞAEðXÞ
for every c0ABc by applying z to e n  1 times. Let dAfixGðBÞ: Clearly, if CAC
and CaC1; C2; then djCðeÞ ¼ eAEðXÞ: As ða; b; c0ÞAEðXÞ for every c0ABc;
djC2ðeÞAEðX Þ: Note that dða; b; cÞ ¼ ðdjC1ðaÞ; djC1ðbÞ; djC2ðcÞÞ: As zAfixGðBÞ;
we have that by applying z to ðdjC1ðaÞ; djC1ðbÞ; djC2ðcÞÞ n  1 times, that
ðdjC1ðaÞ; djC1ðbÞ; c0ÞAEðXÞ for every c0ABc: We conclude that djC1AAutðX Þ: Thus
for every block CAC; djCAAutðXÞ: The cases where there exists C1; C2AC such that
C1aC2 and a; cAC1; bAC2 or b; cAC1 and aAC2 are obviously analogous. We thus
need only show that djCðeÞAAutðXÞ whenever there exist distinct blocks
C1; C2; C3AC such that aAC1; bAC2; and cAC3:
Let z1AfixGðBÞ such that z1jC1 is a semiregular of order n; and z1jC2 ¼ z2jC3 ¼ 1:
Applying z1 to e n  1 times, we have that ða0; b; cÞAEðXÞ for every a0ABa:
Let z2AAutðXÞ such that z2jC2 is semiregular of order n; and z2jC1 ¼ z2jC3 ¼ 1:
Applying z2 to the edge ða0; b; cÞ n  1 times for each a0ABa; we have that
ða0; b0; cÞAEðXÞ for every a0ABa and b0ABb: Let z3AAutðXÞ such that z3jC3 is
semiregular of order n and z3jC1 ¼ z2jC2 ¼ 1: Applying z3 to the edge ða0; b0; cÞ n  1
times for each a0ABa and b0ABb; we have that ða0; b0; c0ÞAEðXÞ for every a0ABa;
b0ABb; and c0ABc: It is then easy to see that djCAAutðX Þ for every dAfixGðBÞ and
CAC: &
We now have the versions of Lemma 18 (namely, Lemmas 22 and 23) that we will
need. Somewhat interestingly, we will be able to deal with both binary and ternary
relational structures henceforth, the only difference between the two cases being that
for binary relational structures we will cite Lemma 18, and for ternary relational
structures we will cite either Lemma 22 or 23.
Lemma 24. Let n ¼ p0p1?pr1; where each pi is prime, be such that gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1;
and aAZnn: Define r; t : Z4 	 Zn-Z4 	 Zn by rði; jÞ ¼ ði; j þ 1Þ and tði; jÞ ¼ ði þ
1; ajÞ: Let cASZ4	Zn such that c satisfies (*), G ¼ /r; tS; and H ¼ /G;c1GcS: If
for every prime pjn; we have 4ıðp  1Þ; then let K ¼ Hð3Þ: Otherwise, let K ¼ Hð2Þ:
Then K satisfies the following properties:
1. for some SDZr; there is exactly one equivalence class of k for every kAS;
2. for kAZr  S; rn=pk jCAfixKðPkÞ for every CAC; where C is the complete block
system of G formed by the orbits of /t2; rS (and so has 2 blocks of size 2n).
Proof. As c satisﬁes (*), H admits a complete block system Pi of 4n=pi blocks of
size pi; formed by the orbits of /rn=piS: For each prime pijn; deﬁne an equivalence
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relation i on Pi by P  P0 if and only if whenever gAfixKðPiÞ; then gjP is a
pi-cycle if and only if gjP0 is a pi-cycle. Then the union of an equivalence class of i is
a block of K : As /rSjBvfixHðBÞjB for every BAB (by (*)), and each block of B is a
union of blocks of Pi; if P; P
0APi and there exists BAB such that P; P0DB; then
P i P0: We conclude that the union of an equivalence class of i is a union of
blocks of B: Let Ei be the complete block system of K formed by the union of each
equivalence class of i : If 4jðp  1Þ for some prime pjn; then by Lemma 18,
rn=pi jEAK ¼ Hð2Þ for every EAEi: As B$Ei; and Ei=B is a block of H=BDZ4; the
only possibilities for Ei are Ei ¼ Z4 	 Zn; C; or B: Then, as B$C; either iAS or
rn=pi jCAK and the result follows. Henceforth, we assume that 4ıðp  1Þ for any
prime pjn:
Note that K also admits a complete block system Fi of 4pi blocks of size n=pi
formed by the orbits of /rpiS because /rpiSjB is a characteristic subgroup of
fixHðBÞjB (so its orbits are blocks) for every BAB: As /rSjBvfixHðBÞjB for every
BAB; /rpiSjBvfixHðFiÞjB; and as gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1 and pi does not divide n=pi; we
have that pi does not divide jfixHðFiÞjBj: Hence pi does not divide jfixHðFiÞj: We
conclude that the order of a Sylow pi-subgroup of fixHðBÞ is the same as the order of
a Sylow pi-subgroup of fixHðBÞ=Fi: Furthermore, by order arguments analogous to
those above, a Sylow pi-subgroup of fixHðBÞ is contained in fixHðPiÞ: Now r=Fi is a
product of 4 disjoint pi-cycles, so we may set r=Fi ¼ z0z1z2z3; where each zi;
0pip3; is a pi-cycle and ðrjCÞ=Fi ¼ z0z2; where CAC with ð0; 0ÞAC: Let Pi a Sylow
pi-subgroup of fixfixH ðBÞðB=FiÞ that contains z0z1z2z3: By Lemma 20, either Pi ¼
/z0z1z2z3S; /z0z2; z1z3S; or whenever B0; B1; B2AB; then there exists
zAfixfixH ðBÞðB=FiÞ ¼ fixHðBÞ=Fi such that zjB0=Fi ¼ 1; zjB1=Fi ¼ 1; and zjB2=Fi ¼
z0z1z2z3jB2=Fi : If Pi ¼ /z0z1z2z3S; then a Sylow pi-subgroup of fixHðBÞ has order pi;
and Ei ¼ fZ4 	 Zng: If Pi ¼ /z0z2; z1z3S; then a Sylow pi-subgroup of fixHðPiÞ is
/rn=pi jC : CACS: Whence Ei ¼ C:
Let S ¼ fiAZr : Ei ¼ fZ4 	 Zngg; and T ¼ fiAZr : Ei ¼ Cg: If iAZr  ðS,TÞ;
then whenever B0; B1; B2AB are distinct, then there exists zAfixfixH ðBÞðB=FiÞ such
that zjB0=Fi ¼ 1; zjB1=Fi ¼ 1; and zjB2=Fi ¼ z0z1z2z3jB2=Fi : As a Sylow pi-subgroup of
fixHðBÞ is contained in fixHðPiÞ; we have that whenever B0; B1; B2AB and are
distinct, then there exists %zAfixHðPiÞ such that %zjB0 ¼ 1; %zjB1 ¼ 1; and %zjB2 ¼ rn=pi jB2 :
Let m ¼ PiAZrðS,TÞpi: Then H admits a complete block systemD of 4n=m blocks of
size m formed by the orbits of /rn=mS and whenever B1; B2; B3AB are distinct, there
exists zˆAfixHðDÞ such that zˆjB0 ¼ 1; zˆjB1 ¼ 1; and zˆjB2 ¼ rn=mjB2 : By Lemma 23,
rn=mjBAHð3Þ for every BAB; and so rn=pk jCAfixKðPkÞ for every CAC: &
Theorem 25. Let n ¼ p0?pr1; each pi prime, be such that gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1: Let
aAZnn such that jaj ¼ 1 or 2; and define r; t : Z4 	 Zn-Z4 	 Zn by rði; jÞ ¼ ði; j þ 1Þ
and tði; jÞ ¼ ði þ 1; ajÞ: Let cASZ4	Zn such that c satisfies (*), G ¼ /r; tS; and let
H ¼ /G;c1GcS: If 4ıðp  1Þ for any prime pjn; let K ¼ Hð3Þ: Otherwise, let
K ¼ Hð2Þ: Then there exists dAK such that d1c1Gcd ¼ G:
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Proof. As c satisﬁes (*), it follows by Lemma 12 that cAS4wSn and cði; jÞ ¼
ðri þ b; aij þ biÞ; rAZn4 ; bAZ4; and aiAZnn ; biAZn for every iAZ4: By Lemma 24, K
satisﬁes the following properties:
1. for some SDZr; there is exactly one equivalence class of k for every kAS;
2. for kAZr  S; rn=pk jCAfixKðPkÞ for every CAC; where C is the complete block
system of G formed by the orbits of /t2; rS:
As tAG; by replacing c with ctb; we assume without loss of generality that
b ¼ 0: Note that c1ði; jÞ ¼ ðr1i; a1
r1ij  a1r1ibr1iÞ: Let #t ¼ tr
1
c1tc: Then
#tði; jÞ ¼ ði; a1r1aia1iþr1 j þ ar
1
a1iþr1ðabi  biþr1ÞÞ:
As r ¼ 1 or 3; 1 r1  0 or 2 ðmod 4Þ: As jaj ¼ 1 or 2; we have that a1r1 
1 ðmod nÞ:
If kAS; then as there is exactly one equivalence class of k; we have that ai 
aj ðmod pkÞ for every i; jAZ4: Suppose there exists i; i0AZ4 and kAS such that
ar
1
a1iþr1ðabi  biþr1Þcar
1
a1i0þr1ðabi0  bi0þr1Þ ðmod pkÞ:
As gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1; there exists a divisor u of jðnÞ such that ðaja1jþr1Þu  1 ðmod nÞ
for every jAZn and
uar
1
a1iþr1ðabi  biþr1Þcuar
1
a1i0þr1ðabi0  bi0þr1Þ ðmod pkÞ:
Then pk divides j#tuj; and #tujBA/rSjB for every BAB: As n is square-free, there
exists vAZn such that vuar
1
a1
iþr1ðabi  biþr1Þ  0 ðmod pk0 Þ for every k0AZr; k0ak;
and
vuar
1
a1iþr1ðabi  biþr1Þcvuar
1
a1i0þr1ðabi0  bi0þr1Þ ðmod pkÞ:
Thus #tuvAfixHðPkÞ but #tuve/rn=pkS: This contradicts the fact that there is exactly
one equivalence class of k : Thus
ar
1
a1iþr1ðabi  biþr1Þ  ar
1
a1i0þr1ðabi0  bi0þr1Þ ðmod pkÞ
for every i; i0AZ4 and kAS: As rAH; there exists cAZn such that rc #tði; jÞ ¼
ði; aia1iþr1 j þ ciÞ and ci  0 ðmod pkÞ for every kAS:
Let c ¼ PkAZrS pk: As /rSjBvfixHðBÞjB; we have that /rn=cSjBvfixHðBÞjB as
r is cyclic. Thus H (and so K) admits a complete block system E of 4n=c blocks of
size c formed by the orbits of /rn=cS: As for kAZr  S; rn=pk jCAfixKðPkÞ for every
CAC; we have that rn=cjCAK for every CAC: If 4ıðp  1Þ for any prime pjn; it then
follows by Lemma 22 that djCAHð3Þ ¼ K for every dAfixHðEÞ: If 4jðp  1Þ for some
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prime pjn; then by the comment following Lemma 18, djCAHð2Þ ¼ K for every
dAfixHðEÞ: Then rc#tAfixHðEÞ as aia1iþr1  1 ðmod pkÞ and ci  0 ðmod pkÞ for every
kAS; so that rc #tjCAK for every CAC:
Let T1 ¼ fkAZr  S : k has 4 equivalence classesg; and T2 ¼ ðZr  SÞ  T1: If
kAT2; then k has 2 equivalence classes, and these equivalence classes must form the
complete block system C of H by [7, Theorem 1.5A] and the fact that G has a unique
subgroup of order 2n; namely /t2;rS: We conclude that for such k; ai 
aiþ2 ðmod pkÞ for every iAZ4: Let C0AC such that ð0; 0ÞAC0; and d1 ¼ ðrc #tÞ1jC0 :
Let t1 ¼ d11 c1tcd1: If i  0 ðmod 2Þ; then t1ði; jÞ ¼ ði þ r1; aj þ eiÞ; where eiAZn:
If i  1 ðmod 2Þ; then t1ði; jÞ ¼ ði þ r1; aaia1iþr1a0a1r1 j þ eiÞ; where eiAZn: Further-
more, as ai  aiþ2 ðmod pkÞ for every iAZ4 and kAT2; ai  a1 ðmod pkÞ; a1iþr1 
a10 ðmod pkÞ; and a1r1  a11 ðmod pkÞ for every kAT2: Whence aia1iþr1a0a1r1 
1 ðmod pkÞ for every kAT2: Replacing c by cd1 (and hence t1 ¼ c1tc), we may
assume without loss of generality that cði; jÞ ¼ ðri; aij þ biÞ; and if keT1; then
ai  aj ðmod pkÞ for every i; jAZ4:
By deﬁnition, if kAT1; then there are exactly 4 equivalence classes of k; so that
the equivalence classes of k form the complete block system B: For every kAZr; H
admits a complete block system %Pk consisting of 4pk blocks of size n=pk formed by
the orbits of /rn=pkS as /rn=pkSjB is a characteristic subgroup of /rpSjB (so its
orbits are blocks). Enumerate the blocks of B by B ¼ fBi : iAZ4 and ði; 0ÞABig:
Then H= %PkpS4wSp and satisﬁes the hypothesis of Lemma 20 with zi ¼ ðrjBiÞ= %Pk:
As f satisﬁes (*), /rSjBvfixHðBÞ; so that fixHðBÞpNðnÞ ¼ fx-ax þ
b : aAZnn ; bAZng: Furthermore, ðfixHðBÞjBÞ=PkpNðn=pkÞ and jNðn=pkÞj ¼
jðn=pkÞðn=pkÞ: As gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1; gcdðn=pk;jðn=pkÞÞ ¼ 1 so that pk does not
divide jNðn=pkÞj: We conclude that every element of fixHðBÞ of order pk is contained
in fixHðPkÞ: Similarly, fixHð %PkÞjPpNðn=pkÞ for every PA %Pk so that fixHð %PkÞ has
no element of order pk: Thus if hAH such that jhj is a power of pk; then hAfixHðPkÞ
and h= %Pka1: Let P0;k be a Sylow pk-subgroup of fixH= %PkðB= %PkÞ: As there are 4
equivalence classes of k; kAT1; P0;ka/z0z1z2z3S or /z0z2; z1z3S: It then follows
by Lemma 20 that if B01; B
0
2; B
0
3AB= %Pk are distinct, then there exists
z0AfixH= %PkðB= %PkÞ such that z0jB01 ¼ 1; z
0jB0
2
¼ 1 and z0jB0
3
¼ z0z1z2z3jB0
3
: Let zAH
such that z= %Pk ¼ z0 and jzj ¼ pk: Then zAfixHðPkÞ: Let Bn1 ; Bn2 ; and Bn3AB such that
Bni = %Pk ¼ B0i: Then zjBn
1
¼ 1; zjBn
2
¼ 1; and zjBn
3
¼ rn=pk jBn
3
: If 4ıðp  1Þ for every prime
pjn; then by Lemma 22 we have that rn=pk jBAHð3Þ ¼ K for every BAB: If 4jðp  1Þ
for some prime pjn; then by Lemma 18 rn=pk jBAHð2Þ ¼ K for every BAB:
Let m ¼ QkAT2 pk: As /rSjBvfixGðBÞ for every BAB; H admits a complete block
system F of 4n=m blocks of size m: As rn=pk jBAK for every BAB; rn=mjBAK for
every BAB: If 4ıjðp  1Þ for some prime pjn; then by Remark 4, djBAHð2Þ ¼ K for
every dAfixHðFÞ: If 4ıðp  1Þ; then by Lemma 22, djBAHð3Þ ¼ K for every
dAfixHðFÞ: Recall that #tði; jÞ ¼ ði; a1r1aia1iþr1 j þ eiÞ; where eiAZn: Then, as
ar
1  1 ðmod nÞ; if keT1; we have that a1r1aia1iþr1  1 ðmod pkÞ: Furthermore,
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by arguments above if kAS then ai  aj ðmod pkÞ for every i; jAZ4: Hence, as above
there exists cAZn such that rc #tði; jÞ ¼ ði; aia1iþr1 j þ ei þ cÞ; and for every kAS; ei þ
c  0 ðmod pkÞ: Further, it was shown above that if kAZr; then fixHð %PkÞ has no
element of order pk: As there are two equivalence classes of k; for kAT2; we
conclude that either ei þ c  ej þ c for every i; jAZ4 or ei þ c  eiþ2 þ c for every
iAZ4: As rn=pk jCAK ; for every CAC and kAT2; we conclude that there exists oAK
such that orc #tði; jÞ ¼ ði; aia1iþr1 j þ fiÞ; where fi  0 ðmod pkÞ for every kAZr  T1:
Then orc #tAfixHðFÞ; and orc #t1jBAK for every BAB: Deﬁne d2 : Z4 	 Zn-Z4 	 Zn
by d2ð0; jÞ ¼ ð0; jÞ; d2ðr1; jÞ ¼ ðr1; a0a1r1 jÞ; d2ð2r1; jÞ ¼ ð2r1; a0a12r1 jÞ; and
d2ð3r1; jÞ ¼ ð3r1; a0a13r1 jÞ: Let t2 ¼ d12 t1d2: Then t2ði; jÞ ¼ ði þ r1; aj þ fiÞ;
fiAZn: Furthermore, as rn=mjBAK for every BAB and orc #tjBAK for every BAB;
we have that d2AK :
Let c1 ¼ cd2: Then c1ði; jÞ ¼ ðri; bj þ giÞ; bAZnn ; giAZn: Note that c11 /rSc1 ¼
/rS; c11 tc1ði; jÞ ¼ ði þ r1; aj þ ciÞ; ciAZn; and, of course, jc11 tc1j ¼ 4: Then
/rSv/G;c11 Gc1S and fix/G;c11 Gc1SðBÞp/rjB : BABS: We conclude that a
Sylow 2-subgroup of /G;c11 GcS has order 4 so that /tS and c
1
1 /tSc1 are
Sylow 2-subgroups of /G;c11 GcS: Hence there exists d3A/G;c
1
1 Gc1S such that
d13 c1/tSc1d3 ¼ /tS; and as /rSv/G;c11 Gc1S; we have that d13 /rSd3 ¼
/rS: We conclude that d13 c
1
1 Gc1d3 ¼ G: &
Corollary 26. Let n be an integer such that gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1; and if pjn is prime, then
4ıðp  1Þ: Then Z4n is a CI-group with respect to ternary relational structures.
Proof. Let X be a ternary Cayley object of Z4n: Note that ðZ4nÞL is canonically
isomorphic to /r; tS as in Theorem 25 with a ¼ 1; so we assume without loss of
generality that ðZ4nÞL ¼ /r; tS ¼ G: Let dAS4n such that d1GdpAutðXÞ: By
Lemma 11, there exists oA/G; d1GdS such that od satisﬁes (*). The result then
follows by Theorem 25 and Lemma 1. &
Remark 6. We remark that essentially the same proof will show that if
gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1; then Z4n is a CI-group with respect to binary relational structures.
However, Muzychuk [16] has proven the much stronger result that Z4n is a CI-group
with respect to binary relational structures if n is odd.
Combining Theorem 9, Corollaries 16 and 26, we have the following
characterization of cyclic CI-groups with respect to ternary relational structures.
Theorem 27. The cyclic group Zn is a CI-group with respect to ternary relational
structures if and only if
* n ¼ 2im; i ¼ 0; 1; 2; gcdðm;jðmÞÞ ¼ 1; and
* if i ¼ 2 and pjm is prime, then 4ıðp  1Þ:
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Corollary 28. Let n be a positive integer such that gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼ 1: Let mjn; and
G ¼ Zn=m 	 Dðm; 4Þ: A Cayley digraph G of G is a CI-digraph of G if and only if
whenever dASG such that d
1GLdpAutðGÞ; then there exists cAAutðGÞ such that
/GL;c1d1GLdcS admits a complete block system of 4 blocks of size n formed by
the orbits of /rS and c1d1/rSdc: If 4ıðp  1Þ for every prime pjn; then a Cayley
ternary relational structure X of G is a CI-object of G if and only if whenever
dASG such that d
1GLdpAutðXÞ; then there exists cAAutðX Þ such that
/GL;c1d1GLdcS admits a complete block system of 4 blocks of size n formed by
the orbits of /rS and c1d1/rSdc:
Proof. Let X be either a digraph or ternary relational structure that is a CI-object of
G: Then if dAS4n such that d
1GLdpAutðXÞ; then there exists cAS4n such that
c1dGLdc ¼ GL; and certainly GL admits a complete block system of 4 blocks of size
n formed by the orbits of /rS ¼ c1d1/rSdc: Conversely, note that GL is
canonically isomorphic to /r; tS as in Theorem 25 with jaj ¼ 2; so we assume
without loss of generality that GL ¼ /r; tS: Let X be either a Cayley digraph or a
Cayley ternary relation structure of G: Let dAS4n such that d
1GdpAutðXÞ: By
hypothesis, there exists cAAutðXÞ such that c1d1GLdc admits a complete block
system of 4 blocks of size n; formed by the orbits of /rS and c1d1/rSdc: By
Lemma 11, there exists oA/GL;c1d1GLdcS such that ocd satisﬁes (*). The
result then follows by Theorem 25 and Lemma 1.
Corollary 29. Let n ¼ p1?pr; where each pi is an odd prime such that gcdðn;jðnÞÞ ¼
1: Assume that 4op1 and for 1pipr  1; 4p1?piopiþ1: Let mjn; and G ¼ Zn=m 	
Dðm; 4Þ: Then G is a CI-group with respect to digraphs. Furthermore, if for every prime
pjn we have that 4ıðp  1Þ; then G is a CI-group with respect to ternary relational
structures.
Proof. Let X be a Cayley digraph of G or a Cayley ternary relational structure of G:
Let dASG such that d
1GLdpAutðXÞ: Note that every such group can be written in
the form /r; tS with jaj ¼ 2 as in Theorem 25. It follows by Lemma 11 that there
exists oA/GL; d
1GLdS such that do satisﬁes (*). The result then follows by
Corollary 28. &
Remark 7. We remark that Li and Pa´lfy [13] have shown that Dðp; 4Þ is a CI-group
with respect to graphs, where p is prime.
There is an obvious problem now to consider, which we would formally like to
propose. Namely, to determine all CI-groups with respect to ternary relational
structures. This problem seems to be much more tractable that determining all CI-
groups with respect to graphs, as the list of possible CI-groups with respect to
ternary relational structures is much shorter. Furthermore, as some of the results in
E. Dobson / Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A 101 (2003) 225–248246
this paper demonstrate, it may be that to determine all CI-groups with respect to
graphs, most of the techniques necessary to determine all CI-groups with respect
to ternary relational structures may have to be developed. There is also the obvious
added beneﬁt to this problem that if a group is a CI-group with respect to ternary
relational structures, then it is a CI-group with respect to graphs.
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